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Abstract. Tidore and Hiri Islands in North Maluku Province is the result of a complex tectonic setting. In 
contrast with Ternate Island and its well-known volcano, Gamalama volcano, there is still a lack of research 
about volcanic information or volcanic landform in Tidore and Hiri Islands. Even though the two islands 
also have volcanoes, i.e., Hiri and Tidore/Kiematubu volcano. This study aims to provide geomorphological 
information, especially in Tidore and Hiri Islands, since this information is hard to find whereas it is very 
important to disaster mitigation and landuse planning. We used remote sensing images, digital elevation 
models (DEM), and geological maps to classify geomorphological information of the small island of Tidore 
and Hiri in the North Maluku based on geomorphological aspects, i.e., morphology, morphogenesis, 
morpho-chronology, and morpho-arrangement. As a volcanic island, the slope in Tidore and Hiri Island is 
dominated by a slightly steep (8⁰-16⁰) and a steep slope (16⁰-35⁰), while the relief is dominated by hills and 
mountainous. Volcanic landforms on Tidore and Hiri Islands are characterized by relatively symmetrical 
cone-shaped volcanic cones, which are accumulations of falling pyroclastic material and lava ejected from 
magma vents. Volcanic islands include the case of Tidore and Hiri Island have radial centrifugal river flow 
patterns. The material on Tidore and Hiri Islands is dominated by Holocene volcanic rocks. In Tidore, there 
is alluvial material on the west and east coasts of the island. This study result also can be developed into 
more detailed geomorphological maps, or landscape evolution in a volcanic island, or spatial planning.   

1 Introduction 
North Maluku in the eastern part of Indonesia is a 
tectonically active region since it is situated in the 
convergence of Australian, Eurasian, and Philippine Sea 
plates [1]. As a result, there are several volcanoes and 
small islands in the North Maluku province, including 
Tidore and Hiri Islands. These two islands are located 
between the main island of Halmahera and the 
Halmahera arc and stretch along a volcanic arc from 
Morotai in the northern part to the Bacan Island in the 
southern part of the North Maluku province (Figure 1). 

Compared with other volcanoes in this region, the 
Gamalama volcano in Ternate Island is categorized as 
one of the most active volcanoes in the North Maluku 
Province during the Holocene era [2]. That is why there 
are numerous researches in Ternate Island related to 
Gamalama volcano, for example, evacuation route 
planning during the Gamalama eruption, landslide-
induce tsunami due to Gamalama instability, or disaster 
mitigation in Ternate [3,4,5]. 

In contrast with Ternate Island and its well-known 
volcano, Gamalama volcano, there is still a lack of 
research about volcanic information or volcanic 
landform in Tidore and Hiri Islands. Even though the 
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two islands also have volcanoes, i.e., Hiri and 
Tidore/Kiematubu volcano [1,6,7]. Furthermore, Tidore 
Island also has a caldera form with a 2-km diameter in 
the northern part of Tidore Island. Tidore Island is made 
up of two quite distinct volcanic structures. Kiematubu 
is a stratovolcano with a stunningly conical and circular 
peak on Tidore Island's southern part [8,9,10]. 

With a height of 1,730m, Kiematubu volcano is the 
highest volcano compared with other volcanoes in the 
North Maluku province. The vast and lower landform in 
the northern part of Tidore Island can be identified as a 
caldera from Holocene era [7,10].  

Meanwhile, Hiri Island, which located 9-km in the 
north of Gamalama volcano, is a small island with 3-km 
of diameter and dominated by forest. Although it was 
identified as Holocene stratovolcano, nothing is known 
about this volcano [7,10]. With a height of 630-m, Hiri 
volcano is known as the northernmost volcano along the 
sequence of small volcanic islands which is located 
separate from the main island of Halmahera in the North 
Maluku province (Figure 2). This study aims to provide 
geomorphological information, especially in Tidore and 
Hiri Islands, since this information is hard to find 
whereas it is very important to disaster mitigation and 
landuse planning [11]. 
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Fig. 1. Tidore and Hiri Islands in the North Maluku. 

 

 
Fig. 2. View of Hiri Island from Sulamadaha Beach in 
the northern part of Ternate Island. 

2 Material and methods 
Spatial data as the main input in this research include 
remote sensing images, digital elevation models (DEM) 
from the Indonesian Geospatial Agency, and secondary 
data on geological maps from the Indonesian Geological 
Agency. Terrain features and landforms can be 
identified through satellite imagery, DEM data, and 

GIS-based mapping [12,13]. The advantage of 
multispectral satellite imagery is that it can be used to 
identify features in a large area and has been used in 
various studies related to mapping of terrain features and 
landforms [6,11,13,14]. DEM data is also used in river 
flow extraction and recognizes flow patterns that 
indicate a landform [14]. 

The combination of analysis of satellite imagery, 
DEM, aerial photography, and geological maps can also 
be used to identify the geomorphic classification of 
surface materials and landform types [15]. We classify 
geomorphological information of the small island of 
Tidore and Hiri in the North Maluku based on 
geomorphological aspects, i.e., morphology, 
morphogenesis, morpho-chronology, and morpho-
arrangement. 

3 Results and discussion 
Morphological information in this study uses relief and 
slope analysis. There are two data in determining the 
relief, namely the slope and elevation. The elevation is 
directly obtained from the DEM data, while the slope 
needs to proceed from the DEM data [14]. Relief is 
classified into 4, namely plain, hillock, hill, and 
mountainous. As a volcanic island, the slope in Tidore 
and Hiri Island is dominated by a slightly steep (8⁰-16⁰) 
and a steep slope (16⁰-35⁰) [16]. While the relief is 
dominated by hills and mountainous (Figure 3).  
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 3. Slope and relief in (a) Tidore and (b) Hiri Islands. 
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The middle and upstream areas in the form of 
mountains and hills are used as forests and plantations, 
while the plains relief is used as agricultural land and 
settlements. The morphology of the plains has a limited 
area around the coast, both in Tidore and Hiri Islands. 
Hence, settlements and public infrastructure are 
concentrated along the coast (Figure 4). 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 4. (a) Settlements and public infrastructure are 
concentrated along the coast of Tidore which has plains 
relief; and (b) Mountains and hills are used as forests 
and plantations in Hiri Island. 

 
Volcanic landforms on Tidore and Hiri Islands are 

characterized by relatively symmetrical cone-shaped 
volcanic cones, which are accumulations of falling 
pyroclastic material and lava ejected from magma vents 
[12,13]. The caldera on the north side of Tidore Island 
has a diameter of 2 km and was formed by the explosive 
eruption of the main magma vent. In addition to a very 
large eruption, a caldera can also be formed due to the 
collapse of the walls and bottom of a volcanic crater. 
Occasionally, craters or calderas have been filled with 
lava flows, lava domes, or water, and often have been 
eroded in older volcanic cones. 

Flow pattern information requires river flow data on 
the identified island. The flow can be obtained by 
extracting DEM data into flow accumulation (Figure 5). 
In the flow accumulation data, pixels with high flow 
accumulation values are locations of concentrated flows 
and can be used to identify river flows, both permanent 
(perennial) and periodic (intermittent) rivers. If the river 
flow on the island can be detected, the flow pattern can 
also be interpreted. The results of this river flow 
detection are checked for correctness through field 
activities. 

 
Fig. 5. An example of the extraction process of flow 
accumulation from DEM data for interpretation of 
characteristics of river flow patterns in Tidore Island: (a) 
DEM, (b) Flow direction, (c) Flow accumulation, and 
(d) River flow pattern. 
 

At the locations of the field survey, river flows were 
found in accordance with the detection made through 
remote sensing data. Thus, the results of flow extraction 
through remote sensing data produce data that is in 
accordance with the conditions in the field and can be 
used as a method of extracting flow patterns (Figure 6). 

 

 
Fig. 6. An example of field survey in point number 30 
for river flow pattern in Tidore Island. 

 
Volcanic islands have a characteristic river flow 

pattern in the form of radial centrifugal, while non-
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volcanic islands have different river flow patterns, such 
as dendritic [17]. This also includes the case of Tidore 
and Hiri Island where both islands have radial 
centrifugal river flow patterns. 

Material identification in Tidore and Hiri Island is 
carried out through geological map analysis and 
validation during field surveys. Tidore and Hiri islands 
were formed by volcanism processes, which are 
characterized by their relatively spherical shape with 
lava, pyroclastic, or sub-aerial depositional rock 
material [7,12,18,19]. The material on Tidore and Hiri 
Islands is dominated by Holocene volcanic rocks. In 
Tidore, there is alluvial material on the west and east 
coasts of the island [6,7]. 

4 Conclusions 
Here we present the geomorphological information of 
Tidore and Hiri Island in the eastern part of Indonesia. 
This study result is important as a basis data for disaster 
mitigation and planning, considering the difference of 
terrain and landform features in these islands. Tidore 
and Hiri Island were classified as volcanic islands due 
to their morphology, morphogenesis, morpho-
chronology, and morpho-arrangement. 

As a volcanic island, the slope in Tidore and Hiri 
Island is dominated by a slightly steep (8⁰-16⁰) and a 
steep slope (16⁰-35⁰), while the relief is dominated by 
hills and mountainous. Volcanic landforms on Tidore 
and Hiri Islands are characterized by relatively 
symmetrical cone-shaped volcanic cones, which are 
accumulations of falling pyroclastic material and lava 
ejected from magma vents. Volcanic islands include the 
case of Tidore and Hiri Island have radial centrifugal 
river flow patterns. The material on Tidore and Hiri 
Islands is dominated by Holocene volcanic rocks. In 
Tidore, there is alluvial material on the west and east 
coasts of the island. This study result also can be 
developed into more detailed geomorphological maps, 
or landscape evolution in a volcanic island, or spatial 
planning. 
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